Life in the UK
The questions on the Life in the UK test can be remembered as categories. There are
several topics for you to remember for this test. I have many of the answers in my mind
from places other than this test e.g. My History course at school.
Information to pass the test includes:
The 1st World War 1914 – 1918
The 2nd World War 1939 – 1945
Many questions relate to these dates or times close to them. There is a question asking
When was the NHS created? I remember Just after the war e.g. Between 1945 and 1950.
I think the answer is 1948 (unsure) but with the knowledge of the war dates there can
only be 1 right answer (the one between 1945 & 1950).
There are several dialect/accent questions, and the right answers are:
Liverpool: Scouse. Tyneside: Geordie. London: Cockney. Cornwall: forget Cornwall
The Patron Saint questions can be answered with this knowledge:
St Andrew: Scotland. St Patrick: Ireland or Northern Ireland. St David: Wales.
St George: England.
A memory technique is, make pictures in your mind of The Countries Flags, with
the Patron Saints written on them. This works very well as when you was a baby
without any language you remembered things using pictures. Pictures are better for
remembering than language. You can use this for any of the questions if it helps.

Can you say out loud the 2 statements
“I am a genius” and “I am going to pass this test easily with 100%” they will both
make you, feel good about the test and passing it. Repeat them every day for 5 days
before the test. When you pass email or text me telling me how great you are.
Website: http://kshq.awardspace.com
Phone to mark/book your lessons now: 07963960499

Email all questions to: problemsolver@techie.com
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